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SEA ICE
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WHAT IS IT ? WHERE DO WE FIND IT ?

Sea ice is frozen sea water 
that forms at the surface of 
the polar oceans.

It is a key element of the 
Earth  climate system.

In winter, it acts as a lid 
between the ocean and air. 
In summer, it reflects solar 
light back to space.

WHERE ARE YOU 
ON THE MAP?



Sea ice is an habitat and breeding 
area for a whole ecosystem, and 
is key for local communities.

Sea ice has been an issue for 
navigation and exploitation of 
resources in the Arctic.
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Right now, the area covered by 
sea ice in the Laptev Sea is at an 
historical record low.

Previous record year was … 2020.
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SATELLITES
SATELLITES ARE OUR EYES ON THE POLAR REGIONS

Artistic view © Thales Alenia Space/Briot

Source: JAXA

Young ice ( < 1 year)
Old ice ( 2 - 10 years)
Open ocean (no ice)
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SATELLITES
SATELLITES ARE OUR EYES ON THE POLAR REGIONS

Artistic view © Thales Alenia Space/Briot

Pushed by winds and ocean currents,
sea ice is always on the move.

It can move tens of kilometer per day.

Satellites help us monitor how sea ice
melts and freezes, but also how it
moves around in the polar seas.
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SATELLITES
SATELLITES ARE OUR EYES ON THE POLAR REGIONS

Artistic view © Thales Alenia Space/Briot

Using over 40 years of 
satellite data, we measure 
how Arctic sea ice 
declines, particularly 
during summer 
(September).
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ILLUSTRATE SEA ICE REDUCTION
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HOW TO VISUALIZE THE SHRINKING OF THE ARCTIC SEA ICE COVER ? 
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ILLUSTRATE SEA ICE REDUCTION
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HOW TO VISUALIZE THE SHRINKING OF THE ARCTIC SEA ICE COVER ? 
Left: Showing before/after 
maps seems to be an effective 
visualization tool. It created 
engagement on SoMe (Twitter 
Oct 2020 with the How it 
started / How it’s going meme).

Right: An attempt at “hiding 
the science” (November 2020).

How would YOU (and your 
collaborators) visualize 

this change in area ?



WHAT MESSAGE TO BRING

• Sea Ice for the local communities, wild life, for ship transit;
• Sea Ice in the climate system:
• Albedo feedback (less ice → more absorption of solar light → less ice);
• Arctic amplification (The arctic warms 3 times faster than the global average, AMAP 2021).

• Sea Ice *does not* contribute to sea level rise (or very very little);
• Arctic Ocean free for sea ice in summer (by 2035? 2050?);
• Southern Ocean sea ice : no clear signal, year-to-year variability.
• Sea Ice has no tipping points → our choices matter (next slide) !
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ARCTIC SEA ICE SHRINKS… SO WHAT? 



WHAT MESSAGE TO BRING
OUR CHOICES MATTER

Above : from the IPCC Special Report on Ocean and Cryosphere in a Changing Climate (2019).
The future of Arctic sea ice depends heavily on our future GHG emissions.

YES, the changes we report in the Arctic are
dramatic.

But YES, we can do something about it, because
the future of Arctic sea ice depends heavily on
our future GHG emissions.

For Arctic sea ice cover, our choices matter
(positivity in reporting climate).
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For Arctic sea ice cover, our choices matter



SEA ICE IN A CHANGING CLIMATE
TAKE HOME MESSAGES

• Sea ice is frozen sea water in the polar oceans (Arctic and Southern Oceans).

• We use satellites to measure how sea ice freezes, melts, and moves around.

• Arctic sea ice shrinks dramaticaly bc of climate change, but our choices matter.

• The research community has good data, and we are eager to share it. But we 
are no communicators. We need your help.

• I hope you enjoyed my presentation, I am looking forward to your coverage of 
the Arctic sea ice (TV, newspaper, SoMe, ...).
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Get in touch: @lavergnetho | thomasl@met.no


